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Abstract—This paper studies three typical median and/or
paired fin (MPF)-based turning patterns for dolphin robots
including turning with only unilateral flipper, turning with
braking, and pivot steering. These turning patterns are developed
based on the asymmetric driving of the flippers. According to
the authors’ knowledge, little literature has theoretically and
experimentally evaluated and compared turning maneuverability
for these three turning patterns. Firstly, to accomplish the three
patterns on the same robotic platform, a bevel gear set is utilized
to expand the movable range of the flippers from 180◦ to 360◦ .
Secondly, in terms of the slave movement control system, a
Central Pattern Generator (CPG)-based controller is then built
to govern the smooth locomotion of the robot. Moreover, a three-
dimensional (3-D) dynamic model is derived to analytically assess
the relationship between characteristic parameters and turning
performance. Finally, extensive experiments including turning
maneuvers and heading control are conducted to analyze the
pros and cons of each pattern. This study demonstrates that
these three typical turning patterns can meet different turning
demands, which lay the groundwork for real-world applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ocean not only gives birth to the life on the earth,
but also breeds the human civilization. Since ocean contains
abundant biological resources, mineral resources, and energy,
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) have been impor-
tant tools for ocean development with the rapid progress in
marine science and technology. Traditional AUVs are thrusted
by rotatory propellers and controlled surfaces, which may not
be satisfactory in efficiency and maneuverability [1].

Through million years of evolution, aquatic species like
fishes or cetaceans have evolved to high-efficiency swimming
skills that beyond the capabilities of current underwater ve-
hicles in the areas of stealth, maneuverability, and control
authority. For example, dolphins hold outstanding turn maneu-
verability with the help of flexible flippers and spinal flexion,
the reported turning rate is described as high as 450◦/s with
turning radii as low as 11− 17% of body length (hereafter
abbreviated as BL) [2]. Moreover, dolphins could flexibly
realize elegant acrobatic stunts, e.g., easily leaping up to
several meters and then deftly making a turn in the air.

High maneuverability is important for most aquatic species
when escaping predators and achieving prey capture [3].
In nature, aquatic species utilize multiple control surfaces
involving movable fins and agile body to achieve extraordinary

maneuverability. Inspired by these, an enormous amount of
experimental and theoretical studies have been performed
by engineers and scientists to provide creative solutions to
underwater propulsion and maneuvering. For example, Su et
al. discussed the detailed design and implementation of C-
starts on a body and/or caudal tail fin (BCF) type multi-join
robotic fish. Their experimental results indicated that the built
robotic fish achieved a top turning rate of approximately 670◦/s
and an upper limit of turning precision of less than 10◦ [4]. Yu
et al. built a dolphin robot that was consisted of a yaw joint
and multiple pitch joints. The yaw maneuvers were formed via
laterally directed biases and achievable turning rate was 32◦/s
with a bias angle of 60◦ [5]. Cao et al. designed a multi-link
robotic dolphin with a turning joint to realize turning motion
based on self-tuning fuzzy strategy. During experiments, the
average turning angle rate was 18◦/s and steady-state error was
achieved within a range of 3◦ to 8◦ [6].

However, the main shortcomings of yaw join propulsion is
the recoil movement that inevitably affects the attitude of the
robot [7]. In natural, dolphins execute turning maneuvers by
rotation of the flippers besides lateral flexion of the posterior
body. Based on this, Yu et al. presented a fast-swimming
dolphin robot capable of leaping without yaw joint for the
purpose of light weight and mechanical simplicity. The yaw
maneuvers could only be achieved by the combination of
the fluke and a pair of two-degrees-of-freedom (DOF) me-
chanical flippers [8], [9]. Yuan et al. put forward a sliding
mode observer-based heading control method for the turning
motion of a dolphin-like gliding robot. A pair of flippers
were employed to regulate gliding direction via modifying
the flippers deflection [10]. Although current and previous
researches have involved turning maneuvers on the basis of
flippers/pectoral fins for the BCF swimmers, fewer studies
have theoretically and experimentally studied different MPF-
based turning patterns for dolphin robots.

The main objective of this paper is to offer a simplified
mathematical model for a dolphin robot to generate flexible
and precise turning maneuvers, which paves the way for real-
world applications. Compared with our previous work, a bevel
gear set with a reduction ratio of 1 : 2 is utilized to expand
the movable range of flippers to 360◦. Thus, different turning
patterns can be accomplished by employing asymmetric drives
of the flippers. As for the control level, a CPG-based controller
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Fig. 1. Illustrations of the mechanical structure of the dolphin robot. (a)
Conceptual design. (b) Robotic prototype.

is utilized to realize smooth and stable dolphin-like swimming.
Based on a hydrodynamic model, turning performance can be
analyzed theoretically. Finally, extensive experiments includ-
ing turning maneuvers and heading control are conducted to
illustrate the maneuverability for different turning patterns.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, the mechanical design and basic turning patterns for
dolphin robot are briefly presented. Furthermore, a CPG-based
locomotion controller is elaborated to realize planar turning
maneuvers. Section III deals with the Newton-Euler-based dy-
namic model. Both simulations and experiments are exploited
to analyze different turning performance in Section IV. Finally,
concluding remarks and outline of future work are offered in
Section V.

II. MECHANICAL DESIGN AND CPG-BASED LOCOMOTION

CONTROL

A. Mechanical Design

Although the inspiration of mechanical design is obtained
through aquatic species, we cannot blindly duplicate the
biological structures. The dolphin robot takes advantage of

TABLE I
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OF THE DEVELOPED DOLPHIN ROBOT

Items Characteristics
Size (L×W ×H) ∼839.71×383.56×334.57 mm3

Total mass ∼8.8 kg
Number of the body joints 4

Drive mode DC motors, digital servomotors
On-board sensors Inertial sensor, pressure sensor, GPS

Power supply DC 24 V
Operation time ∼3 h

Controller STM32F407 (ARM-based)

modularity concept for simplified mechanical design and easy
installation. Fig. 1 shows the mechanical schematic of the
dolphin robot, which is modelled after a kill whale to reduce
hydraulic resistance. The corresponding technical parameters
of the robot are listed in Table I.

As shown in Fig. 1, the dolphin robot consists of five
parts, i.e., a semi-transparent head cabinet, a flipper cabinet, a
waist joint cabinet, a caudal joint cabinet, and a horizontal
fluke. Among these parts, the fluororubber O-type sealing
rings are utilized to improve the waterproof capability. A
pressure sensor is installed in the bottom of the head to
offer the depth data. An inertial measurement unit (IMU)
provides attitude and heading solution, with its x-axis along
the dolphin’s longitudinal axis pointing to the head. A pair of
independent DOF mechanical flippers that is driven by digital
servomotors (HS− 7990TH) and installed on both sides of
the rigid hull in the flipper cabinet. Furthermore, a bevel gear
set with a reduction ratio of 1 : 2 is utilized to expand the
movable range from 180◦ to 360◦. It endows the flippers with
an ability to flap reversely for backward swimming. The waist
joint cabinet offers a relatively generous space for housing
rechargeable lithium battery pack, duplex wireless serial port
communication modules, DC motors for driving caudal joint,
control circuits, etc. Large thrust forces are derived by large-
amplitude dorsoventral oscillations from a combination of the
waist joint and horizontal fluke.

B. CPG-Based Locomotion Control

Central Pattern Generators are neural circuits which are
responsible for producing coordinated patterns of rhythmic ac-
tivity. As an outstanding online gait generator, it has been ap-
plied in control and coordination of locomotion for biomimetic
robots [11], [12]. Based on our previous work [13], [14], a
Hopf oscillator based on CPG model is taken as follows.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ẋi = −ωiyi + xi(m2
i − x2

i − y2
i )

+h1(xi−1 cosϕi + yi−1 sin ϕi)

ẏi = ωixi + yi(m2
i − x2

i − y2
i )

+h2(xi+1 sinϕi+1 + yi+1 cosϕi+1)

(1)

where the subscript i corresponds to the ith oscillator (i =
1, · · · ,n) and n indicates the total number of neural oscillators
in the CPG network. ωi and mi stand for the intrinsic oscil-
lation frequency and amplitude of the ith oscillating neuron
respectively. xi and yi denote the state variables of the ith
oscillator. h1 and h2 are coupling weights that regulate the
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Fig. 2. Three types of turning patterns. (a) Pattern I: turning with only
unilateral flipper. (b) Pattern II: turning with braking. (c) Pattern III: pivot
steering.

speed of convergence, ϕi means the phase lag of the output
signals.

In the context of restricted mechanical structure, the turning
maneuvers can only be achieved by the combination of the
fluke and mechanical flippers. The effective means of planar
turning is to employ asymmetric drives of the flippers to
accomplish yaw maneuvers. The difference of hydrodynamic
forces between the bilateral flippers will generate different
yawing moment. Fig. 2 illustrates three turning patterns of the
dolphin robot. The first turning pattern is that only unilateral
flipper is utilized to flap and the other flipper maintains level.
If the horizontal flipper is perpendicular to the plane of motion,
which is shown in Fig. 2(b), it is denominated as turning
with braking. The pivot steering is a differential turning unit
with right and left flipper reverse flapping, which is often
accompanied by an anteriorly directed force on one side and
another posteriorly directed force on the other side. Take the
case of turning left corresponding to Fig. 2(c). The CPG output
signals for can be drawn in Fig. 3.

III. DYNAMIC MODELING OF THE DOLPHIN ROBOT

In this section, we will develop a hydrodynamic analysis
for the dolphin robot to analytically evaluate the relationship
between characteristic parameters and turning performance.
The turning motion is addressed in two-dimension of the
horizontal plane, however, dorsoventral oscillations of the
posterior body and fluke and the motion of mechanical flippers
take place in vertical plane. Thus, we derive the dynamic
model for 3-D motion in this section.

A. Coordinate Frames

It is convenient to define relevant coordinate reference
frames which are defined to obey the right-hand orthonormal
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Fig. 3. The CPG output signals for pattern III in the case of turning left.

Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of coordinate frames and notation.

principle to analyze the motion of the dolphin robot. As shown
in Fig. 4, the body-fixed reference frame which is denoted as
Ob−xyz with its origin at the center of the buoyancy (CB)
and the inertia frame which is represented by Og−xyz. The
control surfaces frames Oi−xiyizi (i = w, f , l,r) are used to
describe motions of the waist joint, the fluke, the left and
right flippers, respectively. Besides, the wind frame Ow−xyz is
used to analyze the hydrodynamic forces and moments on the
dolphin robot. The rotation matrix bRw from the wind frame
to the body frame can be given as below.

bRw =

⎡
⎣cosαcosβ −cosαsinβ −sinα

sinβ cosβ 0
sinαcosβ −sinαsinβ cosα

⎤
⎦ (2)

where the angle of attack α and sideslip angle β are the
orientation of the wind frame relative to the body frame.

B. Kinematics

The position and orientation vector of the body with co-
ordinates in the inertia frame are defined as gPb|g = [x,y,z]T

and gΘb|g = [φ ,θ ,ψ ]T , respectively. bυb|g = [u,ν,w]T and
bωb|g = [p,q,r]T are used to denote the linear and angular
velocity vector with coordinates in the body-fixed frame,
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respectively. The linear velocity vector and angular velocity
vector are related to the position and orientation vector vis the
following transformation.

gṖb|g =
gRb

bυb|g (3)

gṘb =
gRbS

(
bωb|g

)
(4)

where S
(

bωb|g
)
=

⎡
⎣ 0 −r q

r 0 −p
−q p 0

⎤
⎦ and gRb is transforma-

tion matrix from body frame to the inertia frame, which is
related to the functions of φ , θ , and ψ .

C. Kinetics

The fluid in which the robot is operating is assumed to be
inviscid, irrotational, and incompressible as well as infinite in
domain, and 3-D fluid effects will be neglected. The motion
of the dolphin robot in a 3-D space can be expressed in a
vectorial setting according to [15].

(MRB +MA) υ̇ +(CRB (υ)+CA (υ))υ
+D(υ)υ + g(η) = τ + τE

(5)

where υ =
[

bυb|g,
bωb|g

]T
, MRB denotes the rigid-body inertial

matrix, CRB denotes the Coriolis and Centripetal matrix. MA

and CA are the added mass due to the inertia of the surrounding
fluid, respectively. The hydrodynamic damping matrix, D(υ),
denotes damping matrices include potential damping, potential
damping and skin friction damping. g(η) denotes the restoring
forces and moments due to weight and buoyancy. For sim-
plicity, the center of gravity and the center of buoyancy are
located at the same point, namely, g(η) = 0. τ denotes the
generic external forces and moments. τE is the environmental
disturbances.

D. Propulsion Forces and Moments

As shown in Fig. 4, the position of each control surfaces i
with respect to the inertial reference frame can be written as

rw = gPb|g +
gRbcw

b + gRwcw

r f = gPb|g +
gRbcw

b + gRwc f
w + gR f c f

rl = gPb|g +
gRbcl

b +
gRlcl

rr = gPb|g +
gRbcr

b +
gRrcr

(6)

where ci
j denote the origin Oi expressed in its prior frame

O j−x jy jz j for body joints, ci is the center of gravity (CG) of i
th control surface expressed in Oi−xiyizi. Then, the velocities
of each control surface can be derived w.r.t. inertial reference
frame and expressed in the surface fixed frame i.

gvi = ṙi (7)

ivi|c =
(

bRi
)T
(gRb)

Tgvi (8)

where bRi is a rotation matrix from Oi−xiyizi frame to the body
fixed frame by a rotation of deflection angle about y axis. The
attack angle and the sideslip angle can be obtained as follows.

αi = arctan

(
ivi|cz

/
ivi|cx

)

βi = arcsin
(

ivi|cy

/∥∥ivi|c

∥∥)
(9)

The external forces and moments on the dolphin robot are
expressed in the wind frame as

wFi = 1
2 ρ

(
ivi|c

)2
Si

⎛
⎝ −CDi (αi,βi)

CSFi (αi,βi)
CLi (αi,βi)

⎞
⎠

wτi = 1
2 ρ

(
ivi|c

)2
Si

⎛
⎝ CM1 (αi,βi)

CM2 (αi,βi)
CM3 (αi,βi)

⎞
⎠+KΩ

iωi|b

(10)

where ρ denotes the density of the fluid. Si is the characteristic
area of each part. CDi, CSFi, and CLi are the hydrodynamic
coefficients of drag, sideforce and left, which can be confirmed
by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation. CM1,
CM2, and CM3 are the coefficients of hydrodynamic moment
around the wind axes, KΩ defines the rotational damping
matrices for the linear damping term, iωi|b denotes the angular
velocity vector with respect to the body-fixed frame expressed
in the surface fixed frame.

Although the forces and moments are expressed in the wind
frame, it should be noticed the mathematical model (5) is
expressed in the body-fixed frame. The hydrodynamic forces
and moments expressed in body fixed frame are given by

bFi = bRi
iRw

wFi

bMi = bRi
iRw

wτi

(11)

The total the generic external forces and moments are
formalized in the body-fixed reference frame by:

τ =

⎛
⎜⎝

r
∑

i=b

bFi

r
∑

i=b

bMi

⎞
⎟⎠ (12)

Substituting (12) into (5), the hydrodynamic model of the
dolphin robot can be estimated and lays foreshadowing for
following turning control.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

In order to assess the performance of turning maneuvers
and heading control for different turning patterns, some sys-
tematic tests on the actual dolphin robot were performed in
a swimming pool, whose dimensions were 5 × 4 × 1.2 m3,
and a global camera was installed on the ceiling to extract
experimental data of the robot dolphin.

A. Experiments on Turning Maneuvers

The forward swimming speed was firstly measured only
through MPF type locomotion, in which optimum-related
parameters were then assessed. According to (1), the amplitude
and phase lag of flippers were set as π/8 and 0, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Relationship between swimming speed and flapping frequency of
flippers.

Thanks to the global vision system, the average forward swim-
ming speed with different frequencies could be expediently
measured after the steady-state. As shown in Fig. 5, the
maximum swimming speed is 0.68 m/s (0.81 BL) when the
flapping frequency is about 1.47 Hz. To better present the
turning maneuvers of different turning patterns, the robot was
required to uninterruptedly perform a circular trajectory under
the flapping frequency about 1.47 Hz. The simulation results
and experimental snapshots of different turning patterns are
shown in Fig. 6. Tests indicated that the turning radii for
three turning patterns were 1.18 BL, 1.02 BL, and 0.3 BL,
respectively. Average turning rate were 11.02◦/s, 13.71◦/s, and
28.20◦/s, respectively. It was obvious that the third pattern was
superior to others in the aspect of turning radius and angular
speed.

B. Experiments on Heading Control

For further evaluating the comprehensive properties of the
three typical turning patterns, PID-based heading control ex-
periments were conducted under the identical flapping fre-
quency (1.47 Hz). In the process of heading control, the
dolphin robot was steered from the initial heading of 180◦

toward the desired heading of 250◦ and then held wave nearby
the constant value. The comparative results of yaw and roll
angles are illustrated in Fig. 7 and the analysis results are listed
in Table II. As shown in Fig. 7, three typical turning patterns
all can be able to eliminate heading error and stabilize at the
desired target, however, pattern III obtained a faster turning
speed than the other patterns. In addition, as an effective
quantitative criterion, the root mean square error (RMSE)
was used to evaluate the performance. Yaw angle errors were
analyzed when the dolphin robot came to the stable level.
According to the experimental results, the pattern II had the
best RMSE of yaw angle, which indicated that this pattern got
the best astringency. However, the best convergence was at the
expense of stability. The RMSE of roll angle demonstrated that
the longitudinal stability of pattern I was obviously better than
the other two patterns.
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Fig. 6. Simulation results and experimental snapshots of the dolphin robot
performing a circular trajectory with different turning patterns. (a) Simulation
result of pattern I. (b) Experimental snapshot of pattern I. (c) Simulation result
of pattern II. (d) Experimental snapshot of pattern II. (e) Simulation result of
pattern III. (f) Experimental snapshot of pattern III.

TABLE II
RESULT OF HEADING CONTROL FOR THREE TYPICAL TURNING PATTERNS

Mode Convergence time RMSE of yaw angle RMSE of roll angle
1 ∼6.7 s 5.96 8.86
2 ∼4.8 s 5.09 16.78
3 ∼2.1 s 7.06 11.05

C. Discussion

As an effective test platform, the developed dolphin robot
permits repeatable and unconventional tests. For lack of ad-
ditional agile yaw joint, different turning patterns can be
accomplished by employing asymmetric drives of the flippers.
The experimental results indicate that the average turning
angle rate and turning radius are superior to the tradition
dolphin robot with yaw join [6]. However, compared with
natural dolphins, there is very great gap in the respect of
maneuverability because of the awkward mechatronic structure
and control strategies.

These three typical turning patterns have their own pros
and cons. Therefore, how to effectively combine these patterns
to get a better maneuverability is an issue worthy of further
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Fig. 7. Experimental results of yaw and roll angle of three turning patterns
after performing a heading control. (a) Yaw angle of pattern I. (b) Roll angle
of pattern I. It has the least root mean square roll error, which means that
this pattern has the best stability. (c) Yaw angle of pattern II. Based on the
analysis of root mean square yaw error, the convergence is better than the
others. (d) Roll angle of pattern II. (e) Yaw angle of pattern III. It takes only
about 2.1 s to reach the target direction. This pattern steers the most quickly
among them all, which is no doubt. (f) Roll angle of pattern III.

discussion. As shown in Fig. 7, the corresponding data are
obtained on the premise of maximum flapping frequency. The
astringency and stability will be better with the decrease of the
frequency. Another noteworthy enhancement is the movable
range of the flippers. Although a bevel gear set has been used
to expand the movable range, the flipper can not continually
spin from 0◦ to 360◦. So the CPG output signals in the
pattern III are not entirely symmetrical, which is demonstrated
in Fig. 3. Applying new-style motors or digital servomotors
capable of continuous rotation will improve the turning speed.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have analyzed three typical turning patterns
for a dolphin robot. Three typical turning patterns can be
achieved by modifying the flippers deflection and a CPG-based
locomotion controller is employed to realize smooth motion.
Moreover, the hydrodynamic analysis is also performed to

verify the maneuverability of the dolphin robot in theory.
Finally, the virtues and disadvantages of these turning patterns
are investigated through aquatic experiments.

The ongoing and future work will focus on the mixture
of these three turning patterns to attain a superior heading
control. In addition, the path following of the dolphin robot
in the horizontal plane is another ongoing effort.
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